Information Sheet

A reminder: please make sure that the filename used sending me this information sheet, as well as your transcript, your resume, and all future documents in this course contains your name. For most this is just a reminder (we all know this, and often forget) that this is best practice in all similar situations, but if I have 30 documents all named “1036 Information Sheet Winter 2022” it becomes difficult to keep them sorted, or even download them. (If you're reading this and already sent me material, no need to re-do.)

Please fill this out this information sheet if you want to be considered for the course, even if you are uncertain whether you will register or continue.

NAME ________________________________________
(Include both name as it appears on transcripts, etc., and as you preferred to be addressed. Please include pronunciation help if you think it might be helpful.)

Preferred e-mail address (printed clearly) ________________________________________

Assign an exact probability between 0 and 100% that you will be registered for the course as of January 28?

Assign an exact probability between 0 and 100% that, if you are admitted to the course by January 24 that you will be registered for the course as of January 28?

If you have not already emailed a cv/resume and an unofficial transcript to Professor Rabin, please do so and fill out any information below that is not completely clear from your transcript. In each category, please also include courses (and flag them as such) that you anticipate taking this term.

Economic theory courses taken, grades

Statistics, econometrics, and math courses taken, grades

Psychology courses taken, grades

Other courses taken that you feel might be relevant

Additional questions continued below
What stage are you at (e.g., sophomore, junior)?

If you were (choose one) a reason to miss a train or a river from around the world, what reason to miss a train or river from around the world would you be? What reason to miss a train or river from around the world would you want to be? Explain.

The remaining questions are optional.

Do you have plans for after college?

Do you have any topics potentially related to the seminar that you are especially interested in? (Including any related research projects you’ve started or thought about.)

Have you had any jobs, research projects, or courses that you feel are related to this seminar?

Add any additional comments that you think might be relevant (e.g., what you intend to get out of the seminar, your background, concerns you have).